Space
The mixture of materials used and their
shape are the basis for the overall ambience.
A Carthago living area is open and designed
without confinement. It reflects the touch
of luxury paired with a sinister comfort. The
design appearance is emotionalised and
reminds of the style of exclusive yachts.
Let yourself be enchanted.

Ergonomic padding
Make yourself comfortable - in the
high-quality and ergonomically perfectly
shaped lounge seating group padding.
Best quality foams and covers with special
dirt-repellent finishing are a requirement
for comfortable sitting and relaxing.

Processing quality
Furniture from our own carpentry,
manufactured and mounted piece for
piece in diligent hand craft - nothing
wobbles or rattles. It is not a coincidence
that Carthago is always awarded the best
results for their outstanding processing
quality. The Carthago furniture design
is a quality feature that is always mentioned again and again. Thanks to the
double connection technology, highly
stable and dimensioned for a long life.

W Your added value
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+ Furniture made in our own Carthago furniture workshop
+	Stable “Durafix” double connection technology = bolted and mortised
+	No creaking and clattering when travelling - Noise reduction using anti-knocking cushioning
+	Holders, hinges and rails in solid, household quality
+ Crafted in carpenter quality
+	Sitting comfort also over longer distances, thanks to the ergonomically shaped
padding
+	Indirect LED technology ensures for sufficient light, even in the evening hours.

The Carthago DNA from the
Liner Premium class.

Carthago Front shroud
The Carthago front shroud combines elegant
design and high-quality GRP structure. Thanks to
the two shell insulation, the Carthago semiintegrated motorhomes guarantee the best living
climate, even at low temperatures.

Carthago Front Design
The Carthago Front Design stands for independence,
associates and is recognised immediately when
travelling on the road. The well shaped radiator grille
emphasises the dynamics of the entire motorhome.

The Carthago curved roof
A Carthago motorhome arouses emotions due to its
unique and elegant design. The curved roof typical
to the brand is, e.g., such a design element. And
just on the side, it also contributes to increasing the
torsion resistance of the main cabin. Design and use
combined perfectly!

Carthago Personality
The exclusive exterior design

Distinctive, unmistakeable, unique: a Carthago is THE face in the crowd. It is just as individual as its owner. The
evolutionary Carthago design sets the pace beyond the motorhome trade. Shape and function combine to a
perfect symbiosis. Powerful radiator grille and elegant front panel, well shaped rounded side wall roof transition
and a sturdy rear - with the decent decor, this all runs together to the typical Carthago appearance. With harmonic shapes and flowing lines. Every detail is well thought-out. Main cabin window and hatches are mounted
flush in the side walls. Even the filler cap of the integrated motorhome is integrated mounted flush.
The rear lights finish-off the vehicle with a light graphic in Carthago C-design.
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The Carthago lighting technology
The lighting pattern of a Carthago
motorhome is unmistakeable. From
thve front, the integrated front
headlights with character. In the rear,
the rear lights with modern LED light
technology and the typical Carthago
“C” branding.

Main cabin windows
They integrate perfectly into the main cabin
design with their flush outer side. Naturally,
only cold thermal bridge-free PU frames
with top insulation values are used.

Door and hatches
All hinges on the doors and hatches are hidden from
the series chic c-line. They are recessed into the
frame. This achieves a homogeneous look of the
main cabin and allows the motorhome to be cleaned
easier. The hatch fillings from the original main cabin
sandwich guarantee the highest stability with the
best insulation.

→ Your added value
+	Distinctive and unmistakeable exterior design
+ Elegance and dynamics from the 3-dimensional shapes and curves
+ Stands out from the crowd because of a unique design concept
+ Flat bodywork surfaces from hinges recessed and concealed, flush-mounted
integrated tank flap, etc.
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Carthago Reisemobilbau GmbH
www.carthago.com

Notes on the details in this catalogue: Since the compilation of this catalogue in July 2016, changes may have been made to products.
Construction and design changes, differences in shade, as well as changes in the scope of supply on the part of the manufacturer
remain subject to change during the delivery period. Differences in colour may be related to printing technicalities. Please note that
the vehicles are sometimes pictured with special equipment that has an extra cost. For further technical details please see the price
list, also for details about seating whilst driving, etc. This data complies with the German Road Traffic Regulations and Road Traffic
Licensing Regulations.
© Carthago Reisemobilbau GmbH. D-88326 Aulendorf, Tel +49 7525 9200-0, www.carthago.com
Printed in Germany.

